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Amanda and Kris Wagorn from Luxart Homes have managed to find the 

answers, or at least come pretty close. As builders it has always been their job to 
help others construct their dream home, and when it was time to design one for 
their own family they already knew what they wanted: a large lot in the country, 
and easy access to city services for that emergency diaper run. Most importantly 
however, they wanted their daughter Amelia, who’s just shy of 6 months, to grow 
up in a community that had a small-town feel. 

They chose fireflies over streetlights, and they have no regrets. “We thought a 
lot about the kind of house we wanted to raise our family in,” says Amanda. “It had 
to be a traditional two-storey, designed to our taste and style but be functional and 
fulfill that work-life balance that can be so hard to find sometimes.”

Amanda describes their custom home in Ashton Creek Estates as “arts and 
crafts inspired.” Also known as “craftsman” style, arts and crafts homes traditionally 
have lots of strong lines and feature natural materials like stone and wood.

Upon entry, textured and heavily mottled slate tiles stretch out like a red carpet 
that’s been hewn from deep within the earth. It’s a slice of the outdoors that connects 
the main floor living spaces and intersects vast, richly dark oak floors on either side. 

On the immediate right is a home office where Amanda meets with clients. The 
office is located near the front door so clients don’t have to walk through the house. 
Unlike a traditional home office, there are no doors. This may seem counterintuitive, 
but it seems to be working.

If a husband and wife team behind a local 
design-build firm were to create a custom home 
for their new and growing family, what would 
it look like? And here’s the bigger question, how 
can home design help people achieve work-life 
balance? Is it even possible?
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A large stone fireplace with wooden mantel is the focal 
point of the great room. TOP RIGHT: Kris and Amanda 

with daughter Amelia. MIDDLE RIGHT: Frames on 
display in the home office. BOTTOM RIGHT: The dining 

room features an inset tray ceiling that mirrors the 
same dark oak used for the flooring.

Balance
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One thing in a family home that needs extra consideration is the floor. 
The couple chose durable four-inch plank hardwood floors by Gaylord 
Hardwood Flooring with a matte finish. 

“It can be difficult to have a dark floor and a family,” laughs Amanda, 
“but the matte finish is easier to maintain and less likely to show 
footprints.”  

Details are plentiful. Paint colours are earthy and warm, windows are 
bright and a classic craftsman-style hardwood staircase features an oak 
railing with square spindles by Custom Stairs & Railings. 

The couple decided early on that they’d dispense with a formal living 
room, opting to use the space elsewhere, like for a larger great room at the 
back of the house. “It’s the epitome of the family layout,” says Amanda. 

It’s a space that’s open yet smartly divided by function. There’s a 
kitchen on one end, a casual family eating area in the middle, and a 
comfortable family room on the other side, all with views of an expansive 
backyard. It’s prime firefly watching space, and according to Amanda they 
put on a spectacular light show.

Stonework is carried into this room in the form of a stone fireplace 
with a dark wood mantel (handmade by Kris), and a stone alcove that 
artfully frames an antiqued ledge and quietly delineates the cooking area 
from the eating and living areas.

LEFT: Views of an expansive 
backyard are enjoyed from the 
screened-in porch. BELOW: 
Sunny sunflowers and a simple 
lantern add a touch of warmth. 
BOTTOM: The craftsman 
inspired detail is also reflected in 
the home’s hardwood staircase.

Lighter colours were chosen for the kitchen 
backsplash, countertops and flooring to help offset 
the dark craftsman-inspired cabinetry. 

Continued on page 42
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Elegant dark brown cabinetry by Deslaurier Custom Cabinets fits 
the arts and crafts theme as well, right down to a seamlessly matching 
custom range hood. 

A craftsman-inspired home runs the risk of becoming weighted down with 
dark woodworking but Amanda and Kris have strategically offset the dark 
with contrasting colours. Lighter countertops, white baseboards and trim 
and light-coloured area rugs prevent the home from descending into shadow.

Amanda and Kris are in it for the long haul. This house was designed 
to meet their needs today as well as five, 10 and 15 years from now. This 
is especially evident on the second floor where the space was planned to 
be extra family-friendly. 

A nursery is strategically placed right next to the master bedroom and 
is separated by double doors. When Amelia is older she’ll transition into 
one of the two other bedrooms upstairs, both bright and spacious with 
generous closet space (another “must have”). Eventually the nursery will 
become a library or sitting room.

The master bath is a welcome retreat for the weary. Light-coloured 
cabinetry (also by Deslaurier) offers a sophisticated contrast with black 
and brown granite countertops, and bronze fixtures pick up the subtle 
coffee shades in the counter. Large corner windows make this an extra 
bright space and speakers in the ceiling bring tranquil music to the spa-
like experience. 

It seems that Amanda and Kris have found the perfect balance between 
open space and private away space. “We’re married, and we’re business 
partners as well. We don’t get that “work break” like some couples,” says 
Amanda. “Balance is important.”  OH

LEFT: The nursery can eventually be converted to a 
library or sitting room. BOTTOM LEFT: The en suite’s 
light-coloured cabinetry contrasts the dark granite 
countertops and flooring. BOTTOM RIGHT: Artichoke 
green was chosen for the master bedroom walls.
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